20 years in IT security
Pioneers in proxy technology
Flexible, black-belt engineering team
Technology enthusiasts
Solutions for the latest security threats
Strong focus on R&D and innovation
Made in EU

ABOUT BALASYS

Balasys is a leading IT security vendor in Central Europe. It made a name

continuous innovation and is pioneering solutions to protect APIs,

in 2000 by building the world's ﬁrst modular proxy ﬁrewall based on the

industrial control systems (ICS), IoT and legacy systems. The latest jewel in

Zero Trust principles. Since then, it has rounded out its Zero Trust portfolio

its Zero Trust portfolio is the Proxedo API Lifecycle Platform, which

with its own network security software and leading third-party identity

provides API management, web application security and fraud prevention

management solutions used by many Fortune 100 companies and

in addition to deep protection of API infrastructures.

complemented by world-class delivery services. Balasys is committed to

Balasys Proxedo Family
PROXEDO API LIFECYCLE PLATFORM

PROXEDO NETWORK SECURITY

The Proxedo API Lifecycle Platform (PALP) is a modular solution that

Proxedo Network Security (PNS) is a highly ﬂexible, multipurpose network

allows you to protect and manage your APIs. PALP provides an

security suite which can granularly control traﬃc to protect enterprises

end-to-end API security toolset helping your enterprise prevent

from advanced cyber threats. PNS provides deep packet inspection (DPI)

API-speciﬁc

threats, automated attacks, APTs and frauds. Its core

of regular and encrypted network communication and has the capability

component is API Security, a specialized security gateway that

to ﬁlter and modify its content. Thanks to its ﬂexible architecture and

controls and monitors the API traﬃc in detail. Beyond the API security

scriptable conﬁguration, your organization can implement ANY security

core, the portfolio includes API management, web application ﬁrewall

policy, including the Zero Trust model. With PNS, you can manage custom

and fraud detection. These enhanced functional modules work closely

security problems which your ﬁrewalls are unable to solve.

Don’t let your APIs turn against you

with

the API security module adding a comprehensive security and

management layer to your API environment.

Flexible Protection of Enterprise Networks

Zero Trust security
Separation of critical systems

API Security oﬀers deep packet inspection (DPI) technology to
enforce custom security policies without compromise.

Network authentication
Network monitoring & debugging

API Management supports your developer and subscriber

Multi-layer threat detection

communities to manage and secure the entire API lifecycle.

Network privacy & encryption

Web Application Firewall protects your web services by monitoring
and ﬁltering HTTP traﬃc.
Fraud Detection reduces the number of fraudulent transactions by
harnessing device ﬁngerprinting and enriching incoming data.

Network security compliance & audit

BALASYS DISTRIBUTION

ONE IDENTITY

QUEST

One Identity, a Quest Software business, lets organizations achieve an

Quest creates software solutions that make the beneﬁts of new

identity-centered security strategy with a uniquely broad and

technology real in an increasingly complex IT landscape. From

integrated portfolio of identity management oﬀerings including

database and systems management to Active Directory and Oﬃce

account management, identity governance and administration and

365 management, and cyber security resilience, Quest helps

privileged access management. One Identity and its approach is

customers solve their next IT challenge now. Around the globe, more

trusted

7,500

than 130,000 companies and 95% of the Fortune 500 count on Quest

organizations worldwide depend on One Identity solutions to manage

to deliver proactive management and monitoring for the next

more than 125 million identities, enhancing their agility and eﬃciency

enterprise initiative, ﬁnd the next solution for complex Microsoft

while securing access to their systems and data – on-prem, cloud or

challenges and stay ahead of the next threat.

Uniﬁed Identity Security

by

Where Next Meets Now

customers worldwide, where

more

than

hybrid.

Uniﬁed Endpoint Management

Identity Governance and Administration

Data Protection

Active Directory Account Lifecycle Management

Database Management

Privileged Access Management

Microsoft Platform Management

Enterprise-class Log Management

Performance Monitoring

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

IT Management

Balasys

Balasys

Development

Distribution

Identity and Access Management

Professional Services
The Balasys Professional Services team helps you design, deploy, and

•

Project scoping, design, deployment and customization

customize Balasys, One Identity and Quest solutions on-site. Beyond

•

Management of Zero Trust transformation projects

•

Classroom and online trainings

•

Highly skilled, senior engineering team

•

24/7 vendor support

•

Privileged support services

the delivery of our own developed solutions, we are the largest solution
delivery partner of One Identity in the CEE region. From simple start-up
integrations to more complex projects, we oﬀer a full range of services
to ensure smooth deployment, from the initial project scoping to
post-integration support.

info@balasys.eu

www.balasys.eu
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